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Participants/audiences who

BVM members from New and old Slums – BACI (1&2) and TCCL

attended the event

Old Slums - Indira Gandhi Puram, Anjaiah Nagar, Harijanwada, Pandit

(general background)

Nehru Nagar, Bjholakpur, New Indira Nagar (TCCL)
New Slums – Ranga Nagar, Gulshan Nagar, Nagamaiah Kunta and
Indira Nagar-II

Objectives of the event



To activate and strengthen the growth of BVM platform at city
level to bring out the WASH saturation in marginalised
communities



Together to discuss and share the various issues, activities,
experience, growth, and promotion of BVM at a city level



Status of city level BVM progress and follow up activities taken so
far

†††
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Quotes/ important messages put



Together to discuss and suggest the needs and gaps in
conducting the meetings regularly i.e city level quarterly meetings
from all the slums



During the discussions City level BVM convenor Mr Yella Swamy

forward

have shared that there is a communication gap between the BVM
members in sharing the information, so he has come with an idea
of creating a WhatsApp group for city level platform. Information
regarding the issues which are not solved with representations can
be taken forward at city level platform by reporting to the city
convenor by all the slums.


List of representations submitted, officials met, redressal of issues,
follow up actions can all be shared which would motivate and
encourage the BVMs in making the basthis WASH saturated.



It is decided to have a city level BVM meeting for every quarter in
each slum based on prioritization of issues.



As a city level BVM platform, sanitation issue in Indira Gandhi
Puram (where 70HHs living in Budagajangam basthi do not have
household toilets nor community toilets) which is being not solved
from many years has been taken as a agenda for next meeting and
planned for a rally and short video capturing sanitation issues in
the basthi to bring it to the notice of concerned line department
for the redressal of sanitation issue in Indira Gandhi Puram.



For city level BVM programs the participants have asked the
SaciWATERs support in arranging required logistics and travel of
BVM members from all the slums.



There was a proposal for contributing little amount i.e Rs.50-100
from city level BVM committee members to make the platform
self-sustaining in the future.

†††
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Role of WaterAid and Partner in
the event/workshop

Facilitating the event by bringing BVM community members from old
and new slums together to discuss and 'co-create' future for the
promotion of city level Basthi Vikas Manch

Outcomes from the

This is a follow-up meeting organized by bringing both the BVM

discussion/event

members from old and new intervention slums in BACL and TCCL
project for strengthening of BVM members on their roles and
responsibilities and to facilitate structured advocacy plan to ensure
safe

WASH

among

marginalized

communities,

schools

and

Anganwadi’s in the slums.

Future plans/commitment

Looking forward to strengthen the city level BVM committee members
By developing its constitution and capacity building of communities,
ULB’s and other departments for not only on WASH service delivery
but also on other civic issues in the marginalised communities

Any other relevant information

City level BVM committee members have requested the support from
SaciWATERs in terms of providing logistics/stationery to the
committee like folders for representations, registers, letter head, BVM
stamp, ID cards, banners and minimum travel.

Please attach:


Pictures with captions



Any other

Format for caption of pictures:
who + when + where + why

document/information

City Level Federation Meeting of Basthi Vikas Manch
†††
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Sharing of progress made by the committee so far and their
requirements

City level BVM committee members

†††
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